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The fourth quarter is half over as I write this. 2019 has been an interesting 
year, to say the least. Among the many stories that affected our industry, 
one stood out. Wall Street changed the rules on us this year, and everyone 
scrambled to work under a new normal. I think we are all ready to put this 
one in the books and look forward to 2020.

While we were dealing with the challenges of 2019 that created reductions 
in our business, there was one area that required relentless attention. Safe 
working conditions for employees across our industry cannot and should 
not falter, regardless of economic conditions. 

We have all worked hard to continually improve our safety programs and 
the overall safety record of our industry.   The area that continues to be 
the most challenging is our vehicles on the road. The highest number of 
fatalities in our industry are recorded while driving.  That correlates to the 

massive number of hours and miles our crews spend on the road.  We constantly remind our employees that 
our families are on the road along with all the oilfield traffic.  I believe we will make a difference if we keep that 
thought front and center when we are on the road.

One of the latest challenges for the service industry has been meeting different “in person” orientation 
requirements of multiple customers.   A tremendous number of hours are spent every year meeting these 
requirements.   As we continually look for improvement in our efficiencies, it is an area that has room for 
improvement without sacrificing a safe workplace. 

An example of that has happened in the Williston Basin. The Williston Basin, under the leadership of the 
North Dakota Petroleum Council, worked with producers and service companies to form “One Basin One 
Way.” The mission of this initiative is to bring the training orientation under one umbrella and meet the safety 
requirements of our member producers with one session. It covers all the standard orientation topics, as well 
as topics specific to the challenges faced in the Williston Basin. 

The majority of our industry has embraced One Basin One Way.  The key to these Basin-specific orientations 
will be that they are focused on training. More than a million members of our industry have been trained 
through Safeland. Any additional training will only be beneficial if it builds on what the majority of us have 
already taken.

As we move into 2020, the AESC needs the support of our membership to invite new members.   At the 
beginning of my term, I set a goal of adding 50 new members this year.  One of the areas that has positively 
impacted that effort is social media.  We have at least one new member who didn’t know about our association 
until they saw activity on social media about us.  

We have formed a sub-committee to further that work.  Please use the hashtag #AESC when you do a post related 
to your job and our industry.   It is a powerful 
tool that we need to take advantage of.

I want to wish everyone a Merry Christmas 
and a Happy New Year.  God Bless America!!!

P R E S I D E NT ’ S  O UTLOO K

Mark Gjovig
2019-2020 AESC PRESIDENT
GO Wireline 
Willison, North Dakota
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• Air shift for back-up to engage jaws
• Wide Jaw Floating back-up on Models 500 and 600

• Hydraulic load cell to register torque applied to pipe
• Air shift for high and low operation

Features and benefits

Gill and Peck-O-Matic 
bucking units

NOV Gill Services models 500, 600, and 700, along with our Peck-O-Matic™ series bucking units, are world 
renowned for their durability and reliability in providing continuous turn make and break operations.  These 
units are built for speed, efficiency, and are relied upon to perform in the most demanding conditions.  

Peck-O-Matic bucking units cover the entire range of pipe and couplings from 15/16 to 23 in. OD. All units 
feature an efficient closed head design, a contamination-free oil bath lubrication system and precise torque 
control. Standard units are available in either skid or frame mounted varieties, and come complete with a 
hydraulic power unit and control console enabling safe and efficient operation by one person.
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WHAT THE UPCOMING NOVEMBER 2020 ELECTION MEANS  
FOR OUR INDUSTRY 

We continue to hear the rhetoric from the 2020 Presidential candidates 
attacking everything “fossil fuel”, from the global warming debate 
to banning all fracing on public lands in the U.S.  Every election has 
consequences based on what the candidates promised the world during 
their campaign. Some are pandering to their electorate, but what if 
pandering becomes reality?

Our industry needs to mobilize our workers at the grass roots level to 
ensure we get them to the polls to vote.  More importantly, we have to 
educate our workers on the consequences of their vote.  Through trade 
associations, we make efforts to educate our member companies, keep 

them informed of the issues, and interject on their behalf in the political and regulatory world.  But that is a 
small percentage of the people who actually do the voting at the polls.  How do you, as company managers, 
educate your employees as voters to get out and have their voices heard?

We need to mobilize the efforts of ALL oil and gas workers in this industry to get out and vote.  We cannot be 
complacent in our efforts.  We cannot think that just because we live in a state where the vote is going to be in 
favor of fossil fuels, “everyone else’s vote will carry the day”.   The AESC will be meeting with other associations 
in January to discuss how we can best educate the workforce.  This could be through providing printed 
materials to company owners to hand out to employees, working through other like-minded associations, and 
any other ideas where we can mobilize the workforce and get them to the polls.

This is not an effort to tell anyone how to vote, but rather to educate workers about the platforms of the 
candidates, this directly impacts their jobs and livelihood. People can then vote based upon which particular 
candidate(s) they think best represent their values.  This isn’t directed to only the Presidential race, either.  The 
consequences in local elections are just as important as the national scene.  

Who should represent you at the city/county/state/national level is just as important as the Presidential race.  
Look at the November election results in Louisiana where oil and gas development has waned in recent years 
due to the current administration.  A state that once had a strong oil and gas presence and a large impact on 
the economy is now one of the hardest states for oil and gas to do business in for numerous reasons.  Could 
your state go the way of Louisiana?  Is that where Colorado is going?  

In the coming months, make every effort to educate your employees on the importance of their votes and how 
it could potentially impact the industry that their livelihood depends on.  Government may very well decide the 
future of oil and gas, but the people should decide who is in charge of that government!

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S CORNER

Kenny Jordan
AESC EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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Area

S E P T E M B E R  2 0 1 9 12 months ago
Year on year change  
in active rig countActive  

Rigs
Available 

Rigs
Idle  
Rigs

Stacked  
Rigs

Active %  
of total 

Active  
Rigs

%  
Utilization

Texas Gulf Coast 167 35 58 95 47% 191 51% -24

Arklatex 43 12 42 51 29% 52 29% -9

Eastern U.S.A. 25 29 19 7 31% 39 32% -14

South Louisiana 15 0 3 2 75% 15 47% 0

Mid-Continent 110 40 82 116 32% 138 39% -28

West Texas / Permian 412 92 248 235 42% 492 52% -80

Rocky Mountain 280 58 128 81 51% 273 52% 7

West Coast / Alaska 169 10 127 114 40% 147 36% 22

TOTAL U.S.  1,221 276 707 701 42% 1,347 46% -126

Area

O C T O B E R  2 0 1 9 12 months ago
Year on year change  
in active rig countActive  

Rigs
Available 

Rigs
Idle  
Rigs

Stacked  
Rigs

Active %  
of total 

Active  
Rigs

%  
Utilization

Texas Gulf Coast 164 32 58 92 47% 182 51% -18

Arklatex 46 12 43 56 29% 52 29% -6

Eastern U.S.A. 29 22 20 7 37% 36 32% -7

South Louisiana 15 0 3 2 75% 16 47% -1

Mid-Continent 104 33 89 126 30% 129 36% -25

West Texas / Permian 384 73 255 226 41% 493 52% -109

Rocky Mountain 257 57 119 90 49% 279 53% -22

West Coast / Alaska 174 13 123 115 41% 147 36% 27

TOTAL U.S.  1,173 242 710 714 41% 1,334 46% -161

WELL SERVICE  
RIG COUNT
Welcome to the Association of Energy 
Service Companies (AESC) Service Rig 
Count. This service is being provided by 
the AESC and is published in each issue 
of Well Servicing magazine and now may 
be accessed directly on the AESC website 
(www.aesc.net). Click the three lines in the 
top left-hand corner to expand the menu, 
then click AESC Rig Counts in the menu.

Canadian rig count was provided by Topco Oilsite Products, but effective for the June 2016 Rig Count, they 
are no longer providing that service so it has been removed from the count.

Active Rig The rig is active if, on average, it is crewed and worked every day during the month.

Available Rig The rig is available if a rig has a crew and is ready to work, but is not working.

Idle Rig The rig is idle if the rig is capable of being put to work in less than 48 hours and does not 
  require spending in excess of $50,000 to activate it, and does not have a crew currently assigned.

Stacked Rig The rig is stacked if the rig does not have a crew assigned and could not be put to  
  work without significant investment in repairs and additional equipment in excess of $50,000.
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Oil field work is most often remote work. Lease 
roads are slow-driving and potholes seem to pop 
up overnight. The availability of emergency services 
depends on the capabilities of small communities 
with limited resources. When an emergency happens, 
it is too late to learn 911 may not be coming. This 
lesson is usually learned the hard way, and it changes 
how safety professionals look at preparing their 
employees to go into the field. The lesson? We are 
woefully unprepared and not equipped for true 
emergencies in the field. Why? OSHA standards are 
considered the minimum in safety development. And, 
all too often, our first aid planning is the same. 

If you haven’t had experience in remote field 
emergencies, I can tell you that your time is coming. 
My first experience left a mark on me and changed 
the way I plan for first aid. A field employee was 
cleaning up a weld with a portable grinder. Without 
warning, the grinding wheel shattered, and knocked 
the tool away from his work surface and toward his 
face. His right forearm struck the face shield he was 
wearing, lifting it up. What was left of the grinding 
wheel came to rest, lodged in the cheek bone on the 
right side of his face, from just below his eye to an inch 
from his right ear. He was  unconscious and bleeding 
profusely. The frantic message I received from the site 
supervisor had me talking a crew through treatment 
of their severely injured coworker while navigating a 
lease road we all love so much. 

The rig operator had already called 911 for help and 
was told a helicopter was not available. The county 
dispatcher advised that, as soon as the volunteer fire 
department could be assembled, they would be en 
route to the site. As he explained the accident, I could 
hear the crew trying to get their coworker away from 
the rig floor. The supervisor told me they had gone 
through the first-aid kit but there was nothing to use 

inside. I realized then that there was nothing in the 
OSHA required first aid kits for splinting, bleeding 
control, or stabilization of a spine or bone fracture. 
Over the next few minutes, I talked the supervisor 
through how to build a homemade cervical collar 
from his ticket book and a backboard from a folding 
chair. Bleeding was controlled with a series of 
uniform shirts. The worker was placed in the bed of 
the company truck and was headed to the main road 
where I was driving to intercept them.  

Ultimately, this employee was delivered to the hospital 
and his injuries were treated. I have never looked at 
first aid in the oilfield the same since. Challenges such 
as minimal equipment and the possibility of long wait 
times for an ambulance meant a change in planning 
had to happen. We changed our view of the “first 
aid kit” from the little metal box in the tool pushers’ 
truck to it incorporating the site, tools, and vehicles. 
Whatever was on location was determined to be useful 
in an emergency. Here are just a few of the basics I now 
teach my people for field level emergency response. 
Included are the makings of a true field first aid kit 
every crew in remote area should have.

The scenario 
we will use is 
a floor hand 
who is coming 
down the stairs 
and slips. The 
guardrail is not 
in place and the 
result is a fall 
leaving him with 

a broken wrist, broken finger, dislocated shoulder, and 
possible neck injuries. 

In the field setting, we would initiate the 911 process for 
this employee. Then, we would not move him unless 
there was another, greater hazard in the immediate 
proximity. Starting with protecting his spine, the crew 
would place a cervical collar on the injured worker in 
the position of the fall. This is a skill anyone can learn, 
and does not require hours of specialized training to 
master. The key to application of a cervical collar is to 
always maintain control of the patient’s head. Do not 
allow movement or nodding. 

To splint the finger, some may use the common 
practice of buddy taping, which is to tape the injured 
finger to an adjacent finger. In this scenario, we will 
assume the fracture of the finger is open and the 
bone is exposed. For this, we utilize the arm of the 
safety glasses as a neutral position, rigid splint.

REMOTE  
FIRST AID
by Joe Barnes

CORNERCORNER
SAFETY



Mr. Barnes created and owns the Industrial First 
Responder Course (IFR)©. The basic IFR course 
consists of 16 hours of training over two days and 
teaches multiple techniques to treat injuries in a 
remote setting. The company also features a 32-hour 
advanced course in which students demonstrate an 
understanding of vital signs and treating shock in the 
field.

BITCO knows oil and gas.
When times get tough, BITCO has been there. Since 1917, BITCO 
has been offering high quality insurance protection and services to 
industries at the core of the American economy- with the stability you 
need and deserve.

If you’re looking for broad insurance protection for your business at 
competitive rates, look no further than BITCO. We understand your 
business, and we tailor insurance packages specifically for today’s 
energy companies.

What YOU do is what  
WE protect.

1-800-475-4477
www.BITCO.com 

Insurance contracts 
are underwritten 

and issued by one 
or more of the 

following: BITCO 
General Insurance 

Corporation and 
BITCO National 

Insurance 
Company, rated A+ 
(Superior) by A.M. 
Best, A2 Stable by 

Moody’s, and A+ 
Strong by Standard 

and Poor’s.

A fracture to the wrist can 
be a complicated injury as 
there are so many bones that 
could be affected. Not only 
do we need to stabilize the 
fracture, but we also need to 
protect the injury with a rigid 
splint. We have found that in 
the field setting, a JSA book 
or ticket book makes a great 
rigid splint. It is sturdy and 
when the employee gets to 

the hospital, the doctor can shoot X-rays through the 
splint without removing it.

In our scenario, the employee has fallen from the 
rig floor and has suffered a dislocated shoulder. The 
priority is to get the arm secured to the body as soon 
as is practical. Normally, in the ambulance, we would 
use what is known as a “sling-and-swath” to secure 
the injury. This is a two-piece device used to control 
the entire arm. Since there is not a sling-and-swath in 
the first aid kit, we can utilize the employee’s button-
up shirt as our sling. By simply inverting the button 
side of the shirt closure, we can create a trough to 
control the arm, as well as hold a splint and ice pack 
if necessary.

The first picture shows an actual first aid 
kit many of you provide for the crews in 
the field. While this is in compliance with 
federal regulations, there is not much 
that can be treated with this kit beyond a 
scratch or a splint. The black box is the kit 
we use to treat our students for the remote 
emergency. Airway, bleeding control, 
splinting and bandaging are all possible 
from this “A-Level First Aid Kit”.

Joseph Barnes serves as the Corporate 
Director of Safety and Health for Mesa 
Southern Well Servicing, LP and Mesa Well 
Servicing. He is a member of the adjunct 
faculty at Texas A&M Engineering Extension 
Service (TEEX) teaching occupational 
safety and health courses. Mr. Barnes is a 
Licensed Paramedic, certified to teach EMT 
through Paramedics courses. He holds a 
Master of Science degree in Occupational 
Safety & Health and is a Certified Safety 
and Health Official (CSHO) for General 
Industry and Construction.
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Chesapeake Energy made headlines in November 
when the company warned the Securities and 
Exchange Commission that it will probably go 
bankrupt if low energy prices persist.

The Oklahoma City-based driller has been on the 
ropes for years, juggling chronically high debt with 
a production program that delivers the growth its 
investors demand. Nonetheless, the news raised 
eyebrows.

Chesapeake was an early leader in the shale boom, so 
the irony of the company’s announcement carried far 
beyond the oil patch. 

A CNN dispatch from New York put it this way: 

“Chesapeake Energy helped pioneer America’s shale 
natural gas revolution. Now, the company is warning 
that it may not survive the era of cheap gas it helped 
usher in.”

Chesapeake may be a bellwether, but it’s not the only 
sign of trouble in a turbulent economic environment 
of falling oil demand, tight credit and a U.S. trade war 
with China. 

More than 30 oil and gas drillers have filed for 
bankruptcy this year, adding to a list of 200 companies 
that have gone under since 2015, according to 
Oilprice.com.

In a recent report, Oilprice said the industry is in the 
second stage of a two-stage oil bust that began in 
2014, causing thousands of layoffs industrywide. 

Other mainstream media are reporting similar 
observations. 

“The shale oil boom that catapulted the U.S. into 
being the world’s largest oil producer may be going 
bust,” according to a November report from National 
Public Radio. 

Oil prices are dropping amid weakening demand and 
the number of bankruptcies is growing. Layoffs are 
also up, while drilling is down, signaling a crisis that is 
quietly roiling the industry, NPR said.    

Hardest hit are the smaller operators that pushed the 
limits of technology in unproven fields in the shale 
boom’s early years. 

“Today, shale accounts for about two-thirds of U.S. 
oil production and nearly all of the industry’s growth, 

U.S. DRILLERS 
PRESSURED 
by Lower Demand, 

Tight Credit and  
Trade War 

By Chip Minty
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but many of the companies that made that growth 
possible are now struggling to stay afloat,” NPR said.        

Companies are suffering from severe financial 
constraints and shrinking demand from world 
economies that are under distress. 

Bloomberg reported in November that oil firms are 
bracing for a credit crunch as more lenders are expressing 
concern over the industry’s crushing debt load. By the 
end of 2023, more than $90 billion in debt will come due 
from North American oil and gas producers. 

“It’s a refinancing wall not seen since the last energy 
crisis began in 2014, when oil plunged from record 
highs and sent dozens of companies into bankruptcy,” 
Bloomberg said.

Creditors, anticipating a return to $100 oil, were 
willing to step in during that downturn, energy analyst 
Leo Mariani told Bloomberg. 

“The credit markets were open. Now, the thinking is, if 
oil never returns to $100, do I really want to refinance 
these guys again?” Mariana said.        

Meanwhile, the International Energy Agency has 
cut its forecast for global oil demand growth due to 
concerns over a global economic slowdown. 

While the agency had been warning of such a move, 
it said Iran’s attack on Saudi Arabian production 
facilities in September illustrated how weak the world 
energy market really is.

According to a Bloomberg report, the drone attack 
caused the biggest disruption in modern history, 
halting about 6 percent of world oil supply. While 
there was a brief rally in the oil market, crude prices 
eased back amid greater concerns over a potential 
global recession.

Industry watchers around the world appear to share the 
same view, citing economic slowdowns in Europe, China, 
Brazil, Mexico and other countries around the world. 

The market shows signs of strength from time to time, 
but oil rallies are brief, and it doesn’t take much to pull 
the rug out from under them, market analyst Jeffrey 
Halley told CNBC.

Economists in a Reuters’ poll said a steeper decline 
in global economic growth remains more likely than a 
synchronized recovery, even as multiple central banks 
dole out rounds of monetary easing.  

Meanwhile, OPEC says it will continue to restrain 
production through 2020. Lower world demand 
isn’t the only problem, however. Surging oil supplies 
coming from the United States and other non-OPEC 
producers have added to downward pressure. 

There may be light at the end of the tunnel, though, 
says OPEC Secretary General Mohammad Barkindo. 
He told CNBC that the downturn in U.S. shale may 
eventually result in lower oil production and stronger 
prices worldwide.

“We have already started seeing a deceleration of 
growth in the United States. The shale patch in the 
U.S. is facing tremendous headwinds as a result of 
the unprecedented growth that we’ve seen in the last 
couple of years,” Barkindo said.

As OPEC weighs its production against rivals, all eyes 
remain on China as the country toils through the 
economic burden of higher U.S. tariffs.    

The world’s top oil importer has seen its economic 
growth slow to 6 percent in the third quarter of 2019, 
which was the weakest growth rate the country has 
seen in more than 27 years.

Since 2013, Chinese oil demand has climbed to 13.8 
million barrels per day, and the country imports about 
75 percent of that, according to Forbes columnist 
Jude Clemente. As its economy has slowed this year, 
China has taken advantage of lower oil prices and 
has been stockpiling crude for its commercial and 
security inventory.
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The country’s aggressive buying spree has single-handedly accounted for 
two-thirds of the world’s global demand growth this year. But, industry 
watchers believe the country is running out of storage space, signaling 
the spree may soon be over, and future oil demand could fall even further.

While there is optimism of an eventual trade-war resolution, it may not 
reverse China’s slow economic decline, according to Washington Post 
correspondent Anna Fifield. 

“There is widespread recognition here that China cannot sustain the 
double-digit growth rates it enjoyed until a decade ago,” she said.

The country’s growth rate stands at 6.2 percent in 2019 compared to 6.6 
percent last year, and experts point to several factors pressuring further 
declines. 

Consumers are spending less and major construction is slowing down, 
while corporations are seeing profits fall and local governments are 
struggling to pay down debt. There is also widespread demand for higher 
wages, which is driving manufacturers out of China to Vietnam, Indonesia 
and other countries where factory labor is cheaper. 

So, what does all this mean for Chesapeake and those independent 
producers who helped usher in the age of shale?    

OPEC leaders are optimistic world demand will be stronger over the long 
term, climbing from nearly 100 million barrels of oil per day to 140 million 
in 2040, powered by fast-growing demand from India, according to CNBC. 
As economies strengthen, an eventual recovery will most likely follow.

But one thing is certain. Booms and busts have been part of the industry 
for more than a century, and survival often comes down to how well 
companies can manage their balance sheets, the undulations of a 
turbulent world economy, and investors, who provide the cash that allows 
energy companies to keep breathing.

+1.713.849.7400    wellcontrol.com
Follow us:

PROVIDING THE MOST ADVANCED 
WELL CONTROL TRAINING IN THE 
INDUSTRY SINCE 1979 

Coiled Tubing Surface
$950.00

Drilling Surface/Subsea
$550.00

Workover-Completion, 
Coiled Tubing, Snubbing, 
Wireline Surface 
$825.00

WELL CONTROL SCHOOL 

CERTIFIED 
classes
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The coldest place to be in winter is, undoubtedly, on the tubing 
board, 60 feet off the ground in North Dakota.  Working in 
extreme cold conditions can present challenges for both 
workers and employers.  

Work in the oil and gas industry is often conducted in hitches.  A 
hitch, for example, is typically a 20 day on-10 day off schedule.  
Long winter shifts are usually 12 hours long, and many rigs 
operate 24 hours a day. Long work periods combined with 
extreme low temperatures and high winds present a unique 
set of hazards for our industry.

To protect yourself, and your employees, it’s critical to wear the 
right gear in layers.  It’s not the clothing that keeps you warm; 
it’s they lock in the warmth of your body.  The more layers 
between you and the cold temperature, the more protection 
you provide for yourself.  The outer garments must be Flame 
Resistant (FR) to provide protection in the case of a flash fire 
and to comply with regulations.  Be sure to select outer FR 
gear that is compliant with NFPA 2112 standards.  Some types 
of FR outerwear are warmer than others, and depending on 
the manufacturer, some of the FR winter clothing comes with 
a temperature rating to help you determine its effectiveness 
for your work conditions.

Always make sure the head and neck are covered.  These 
are the areas where heat escapes your body quickly.  Do not 
forget, these coverings must be FR as well!  Gloves are another 
essential.  They must keep the hands dry, while providing 
protection from the elements, yet provide enough flexibility 
to do the job at hand.  Often, a winter glove will provide good 
protection and warmth, but will also limit the ability to handle 
tools or equipment safely and efficiently.  A method commonly 
used is to wear a jersey glove next to the skin, covered by 
a waterproof neoprene glove, and topped with an impact-
resistant cotton FR glove.  This allows the hands to stay dry 
and warm, without sacrificing dexterity.

Two conditions to teach employees to monitor are frostbite 
and hypothermia.  Both conditions can cause health issues 
and can be fatal if left untreated.  

• FROSTBITE: this condition is identified by external 
markings.  Frostbite attacks the outer layers of exposed 
skin, often noted by skin that turns white.  After warming 
up, the affected area may become red with swelling, 
itching and pain. 

• HYPOTHERMIA: this condition occurs when your body 
temperature drops faster than your body can generate 
heat.  The initial symptoms include fatigue, muscle cramps, 
shivering and can lead to additional symptoms that can 
include slurred speech, a lack of coordination and loss of 
focus.  If uncorrected, hypothermia can be fatal.  

Another area of concern on the worksite are heaters. Never 
use an open flame heater on the rig floor.  Hydrocarbon 
vapors produced during the work operation can lead to fire 
or explosion.  Heaters used to keep the doghouse warm must 
be well ventilated to prevent carbon monoxide build up in the 
close quarters.

Take care of yourself and those working around you.  Winter 
weather presents a special set of challenges.  Prepare well 
so you and your employees can return to the warmth of your 
home and family!

By Joyce Ryel

THE COLDEST 
PLACE  
TO BE IN 
WINTER
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NEW TRUCKING CONCERNS
By Andy Maslowski

In the midst of modern oilfield innovations, old-
fashioned, but dependable, trucks remain the primary 
supplier of wellsites and their crews.  These mechanical 
beasts of burden deliver the tools and equipment 
necessary for all drilling, production and servicing 
work, from spudding a well to plugging.

With 2020 fast approaching, contractors and trucking 
companies have many worries.  Near the top of this 
list are driver shortages, regulatory oversight and 
challenging business trends.  Those who survive will 
have to tighten their seat belts and adapt to a changing 
environment.

CDLS

According to the American Trucking Associations 
(ATA), trucking serves as a barometer for the U.S. 
economy, representing about 70 percent of tonnage 
carried by all modes of domestic freight transportation.  
In 2018, trucks moved an estimated 11.49 billion tons of 
manufactured and retail goods, generating revenues 
of approximately $796 billion.  

“Trucking is literally the driving force behind our great 
economy,” explained ATA president Chris Spear in an 
August release.  “Safe, reliable and efficient motor 
carriers enable businesses throughout the supply 
chain to maintain lean inventories, thereby saving the 
economy billions of dollars each year.”

The ATA also reported there were about 3.5 million 
professional truck drivers employed in the country 
last year.  Minorities made up about 40 percent of this 
total while women accounted for close to 7 percent 
of the drivers.  Most worked for small companies: 91.3 
percent of the fleets operated six or fewer trucks; 97.4 
percent of the carriers operated 20 or less.

Based in Arlington, Virginia, the ATA is the largest 
national trade association for the trucking industry.  
Through a federation of 50 affiliated state trucking 
associations and industry-related councils, the ATA 
is the voice of the industry that the USA depends on 
to move the nation’s freight, including trade goods 
between Canada and Mexico.

Oilfield trucking is a small component of the national 
trucking industry.  Still, for-hire truck shipments like 
tubular goods and wellhead equipment eventually 
reach the oilpatch.

Many oilfield companies also maintain specialized 
trucks of different sizes, shapes and weights.  For 
example, if water or fuel is needed, a tanker makes 
the delivery.  Pumpers bring the cement.  Other trucks 
might help perform hot oil, fishing, logging, fracking or 
other types of treatments.  

Then there are the flatbed or platform trailers.  Many 
pieces of equipment and supplies are carried on their 
backs, like bulldozers and power shovels or rig parts 
on skids.  Flatbeds work well in oilfield settings for 
hauling cargoes that require loading and unloading in 
wide open spaces. 

A commercial driver’s license (CDL) is required to 
operate many commercial motor vehicles.  The Federal 
Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA), a unit 
of the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), says 
a CDL must be obtained by a driver of any of the 
following vehicles:

• Any vehicle (or a combination of vehicles with 
trailers) with a gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) 
of 26,001 or more pounds.

• Any vehicle required by federal regulations to be 
placarded while transporting hazardous materials.

• Any vehicle, regardless of size, designed to transport 
16 or more persons, including the driver.

“Driving a commercial motor vehicle is a big 
responsibility,” the FMCSA explains in a fact sheet 
about CDLs.  “It requires a higher level of knowledge, 
experience, skills and physical abilities than that 
required to drive a non-commercial vehicle.  Most 
drivers must obtain a CDL through their home state 
and it is illegal to have a license from more than one 
state. In addition, special endorsements may be 
required to drive certain vehicles.”  Check with your 
state licensing bureau or department of motor vehicles 
for details.

In the United States, commercial truck classification is 
determined by the GVWR.  The U.S. DOT groups light-
duty trucks as Class 1, 2 or 3 vehicles and medium-duty 
trucks as Class 4, 5 or 6.  

Appropriately, heavy-duty trucks, Class 7 and 8, do 
most of the heavy lifting in the oilpatch.  Class 7 are 
large delivery trucks and tractor-trailer combinations 
with six tires or more that have a GVWR of from 26,001-
33,000 lbs. Class 8 includes tractor-trailer trucks or 
construction vehicles with a GVWR of 33,001 lbs. or 
more, operating with 10 tires or more.  

IN DEMAND

Drivers with CDLs with the ability to haul larger trucks 
are in high demand inside and outside of the petroleum 
industry.  That’s one reason many of them frequently 
change jobs and why many firms experience high 
turnover rates.  It’s often an easy transition to make for 
the drivers.  

Another reason has to do with the cyclic nature of the 
oil and gas business.  There’s just more work for drivers 
when oilfield activity is high.  
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This happened during the latest boom in 2014.  Many 
drivers found jobs in hot spots like Texas, North Dakota 
or Pennsylvania.  Then, when oilfield work slowed 
down, they left the oil business and went back to 
hauling general freight or driving construction or farm 
vehicles.

In fact, it doesn’t stretch the truth to say oilfield trucking 
opportunities are proportional to the national drilling 
rig counts.  For example, Baker Hughes reported the 
U.S. monthly rig count averaged 1,930 drilling rigs 
in September 2014.  Two years later, in May 2016, it 
bottomed out at 409 rigs.  It’s been higher since then 
but nowhere near the high point of five years ago.

For most of 2019, the drilling rig count languished near 
the 1,000 rig mark or lower.  At the end of October 2019, 
it was at 830, down some 238 rigs from October 2018 
(when it was 1,068).  With fewer wells there is a smaller 
amount of completion and production employment 
and, ultimately, less servicing work.  There is also less 
need for truck drivers to haul frac tanks, sand, water 
and other supplies and equipment in the field.  While 
American crude oil and natural gas production is near 
all-time record levels and should sustain servicing 
activity for a time, this year’s relatively low rig count 
does not bode too well for the business outlook long-
term.  

The struggle to retain truck drivers is indicative of the 
industry-wide problem of keeping valuable employees 
working in the field.  These difficulties are regularly 
discussed in the pages of Well Servicing magazine 
and many different ideas have been suggested.  They 
include new training programs for obtaining CDLs, 
using recruits from vocational schools, educational 
centers or hiring more veterans.

REGULATIONS

Trucking companies and CDL drivers face many 
challenges.  They must be familiar with the driving laws 
in states where they operate.  This might include special 
rules for emissions, speed limits, distracted driving 
and other factors.  In the oilpatch, lease roads may be 
narrow, tricky to negotiate or have weight restrictions 
along the way.  This explains why some townships and 
counties have designated routes for truck drivers to 
follow on their way to a wellsite.

Then there are the federal guidelines.  The FMCSA has 
been tweaking what used to be called the agency’s 
Compliance, Safety and Accountability (better known 

as the CSA) rules for more than a decade.  These 
regulations are complicated.  Truck drivers may need 
a DOT official to ride shotgun with them to fully 
understand all of them!

The idea is to keep truck drivers alert, awake and 
cautious when they get behind the steering wheel.  
What has evolved are a litany of rules pertaining to 
vehicle safety, hours of service (HOS), personal medical 
fitness and the testing for illegal drug use.  

Many of these regulations apply to both oilfield truckers 
and their long-distance, over-the-road colleagues.  
However, oilfield driving can be a different type of 
journey.  A trucker might make a short delivery of less 
than 100 miles to a drilling site, but end up waiting for 
several hours before unloading his/her shipment or 
performing a specific well service.  

The FMCSA has acknowledged the different nature of 
oilfield HOS with a unique set of rulings.  For example, 
the agency said the waiting time provision for vehicles 
specially constructed for use at oil and gas well sites 
may have distinct “on duty” implications.  These 
include heavy-coil vehicles, nitrogen pumps, wireline 
trucks, sand storage trailers, cement pumpers, frac 
pumps and blenders.

“These operators typically may have long waiting 
periods at well sites, with few or no functions to perform 
until their services are needed at an unpredictable 
point in the drilling process,” the FMCSA explained.  
“Because they are not free to leave the site and may 
be responsible for the equipment, they would normally 
be considered on duty. 

“Recognizing that these operators and well site 
managers do not have the ability to readily schedule 
or control these periods of inactivity, [this situation] 
provides that this ‘waiting time’ shall not be considered 
on duty.”  During this waiting time the operators may 
not perform any work-related jobs.  

It took the FMCSA a number of years before the 
agency realized the need for special oilfield HOS rules.  
But don’t get too comfortable.  New regulations could 
be developing on the horizon as the political winds 
change in Washington, DC. 

More information about current regulations can be 
obtained on the FMCSA website:  www.fmcsa.dot.gov.
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MEMBER PROFILE

JOSH PHILLIPS
By Mark Crawford, contributing writer

Born and raised in Wichita Falls, TX, Josh Phillips got to know the oil patch as 
a young boy. Both his father and grandfather owned wells, and he recalls with 
fondness playing around all the equipment—behavior that “would definitely 
not be OSHA-approved today,” he says with a smile.

Eager to see the country after graduating high school, Phillips traveled to 
the east coast, eventually returning to Wichita Falls. Impatient with the 
pace of college, Phillips preferred hands-on work to studying books. He 
spent several years in the drag racing industry as a track technician and 
international salesman, before deciding it was time for a new career. In 2008, 
while attending the Texas Alliance of Energy Producers Oil & Gas Expo, he 
met the sales team for Bruckner Truck Sales, and hired on a short time later. 
Now, 12 years later, he is still going strong, enjoying his job in truck and trailer 
sales for Bruckner Truck Sales in Wichita Falls, TX.

“I never thought about doing truck sales when I was younger,” he says, “but 
it has provided a great living for my family over the past 12 years.”  

NO TYPICAL DAY IN SALES

Bruckner Truck Sales, a Mack and Volvo dealer, has been in business since 
1932 and is one of Mack & Volvo’s largest dealership groups. Including all 
subsidiaries, Bruckner has 32 locations sprinkled throughout Arizona, 
Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, and Colorado,  and is the 
franchised dealer in six of these states.   

Phillips handles a wide array of transportation equipment, ranging from 
Hydrovacs, hot oilers, and heavy haul trucks to 130-barrel vac trailers, 
220-barrel crude trailers, lowboys, and bellydump trailers.  

Phillips quickly points out there is no typical day in sales. He tries to be on 
the road in his area of responsibility at least two days a week. One day he 
might be visiting customers; the next he could be working on a 10 truck and 
trailer deal for a fleet, or “spec’ing out” a truck for a customer looking to 
pull a 150-foot trailer train out of a rock quarry.  “You never know what the 
next call will require, so I definitely have to stay on my toes and I find that 
blocking out time is extremely helpful,” he says. 

The biggest challenge Phillips faces on the job is the constant change in the 
economic climate and how that impacts the purchase of new or replacement 
equipment by customers. Trying to predict what inventory levels need to be 
for the year is also a challenge. “Most of our customers have a trade cycle in 
place,” he says. “This helps keep their fleet from being overaged and costing 
them a lot of downtime as breakdowns occur. By analyzing the purchase 
history of our customers, we can determine when they will be looking to 
purchase again. We are also seeing more requests for collision avoidance 
and other safety features on truck orders, due to the rising occurrences of 
collision litigation.”   

Another challenge is keeping up with all of the changes and/or requirements 
that each customer needs to move forward, which sometimes can be 
complicated. For example, truck specifications must change to keep up with 
changes in emission regulations. “As everyone in this industry already knows, 
government regulations imposed on trucks and trucking can make life very 
interesting in the oil field,” states Phillips.
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INSIDE LOOK WITH JOSH PHILLIPS
BEST PIECE OF ADVICE YOU HAVE EVER RECEIVED 

“Just because that’s the way it’s always been done, 
doesn’t mean that it’s the best way to do it.” 

RECENT BOOK 

Jack Noble series by L.T. Ryan.

FAVORITE QUOTE 

“Success is no accident. It is hard work, 
perseverance, learning, studying, sacrifice, and most 
of all, love of what you are doing or learning to do.” 
–Pele 

FAVORITE MOVIE 

Tommy Boy

HOBBIES/INTERESTS 

Reading, playing guitar, watching my kids play 
sports.

FAVORITE GETAWAY 

My back porch.

PEOPLE WOULD BE SURPRISED  
TO LEARN THAT I . . .  

Played bass in a grunge rock band when I was 20 
years old.  

What Phillips enjoys the most about his job is getting 
to know his customers and helping them succeed. 

“All my customers have my personal cell number 
and I consider many of them to be more than just 
customers,” he says. “I don’t want to just be their 
truck salesman—I really try to be a partner with them. 
I want my customers to succeed as much as they 
want to succeed. Helping them achieve that is very 
rewarding.”

2020 AND BEYOND

One of the biggest issues that affects Phillips’ job is 
customer perception of the quality of new trucks. 
“There is no secret that, at one time, truck OEMs had 
major reliability issues as the first round of emission 
controls were implemented,” he says. “This is not 
the case today, yet those concerns still linger. The 
advancement of truck technology, such as selective 
catalytic reduction (SCR), has significantly reduced 
the problems of yesteryear.”

He also believes the advancement of electric trucks 
and autonomous trucking will have major impacts 
on the future of the trucking industry, as well as 
technologies such as over-the-air (OTA) updates 
and lane departure and adaptive cruise. “Keeping 
up with technology is extremely important and 
we are continuously looking to grow our business 
and help our customers with their transportation 
needs,” he says.

Political and economic turmoil can trigger negative 
impacts within an industry, slowing production and 
creating unease or an outright downturn or recession. 
Bruckner has diversified over the years to better 
serve its customers in times of economic uncertainty. 
“With the diversity of products we offer, we are well-
prepared to weather any economic storms that may 
occur,” he says.   

Of course, AESC is a major voice for the oil-and-gas 
industry in 2020 and beyond. Phillips attended his 
first chapter meeting in 2008, shortly after joining 
Bruckner, and has been involved ever since. He was 
chapter chair for the North Texas Chapter for six years 
and is currently serving his fourth year as treasurer.

“One of the best benefits of being an AESC member 
is having so many people who I can call on to discuss 
problems or new ideas,” says Phillips. “This, in turn, 
helps me better serve my customers due to my 
increased understanding. I have developed some very 
strong friendships within our organization over the 
years. AESC works tirelessly to support our industry 
in Washington and elsewhere—I urge all our members 
to be as active as possible to help drive positive 
change in our industry.”
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OILFIELD HELPING HANDS 
ORGANIZATION PASSES $5 MILLION MILESTONE
By Chip Minty

M A R K E T  R E P O R T

It all started in 2003 when a bunch of friends from 
Halliburton organized a clay shoot to raise money 
for a co-worker facing financial crisis after a series of 
major surgeries and the high medical expenses that 
came with them. 

The group raised more than $24,000, and before they 
knew it, they were on a mission to help hundreds of 
other families in the same way. This October, Oilfield 
Helping Hands announced that it has provided more 
than $5 million in relief to 732 oilfield families strug-
gling to cover medical expenses or costs related to 
other hardships.

“We are ecstatic that we have reached $5 million 
shared with oilfield families – that is what OHH is all 
about,” said Gene Pate, OHH chairman.

As an organization, OHH works to maximize the funds 
available to recipients, and through the years, it has ex-
panded from Houston to the Permian Basin in West Tex-
as and Southeast New Mexico, as well as Oklahoma and 
oil-producing regions in Colorado, Utah and Wyoming.  

Chapters raise money through event sponsorships as 
well as corporate memberships and donations. Each 
year, chapters hold fundraising events, auctions and 
sell tickets for door prizes. OHH chapters raised more 
than a half million dollars in 2015 and again in 2017, 
and they typically raise from between $300,000 to 
and $400,000 per year.   

Houston Chapter president Bill Markus said individual 
members, volunteers, event sponsors and corporate 
members are welcome to join the organization’s ranks. 

“Our goal is to be the premier charitable organization 
for the oilfield community,” he said. “If you’re in need 
of financial assistance through no fault of your own, 
we want you to know that OHH is here for you.”

OHH funds are given, based on need, to members of 
the oilfield family. To qualify for financial assistance, 
applicants must live or work within the designated 
territory of OHH chapters, or they must work for a 
corporate member. 

OHH funds have been used to help a variety of people, 
such as the family of Joe Mendez Jr., who was killed by 
a drunk driver while coming home from his new job in 
the oilfield. Mendez had been married 14 years and had 
two children, who were 12 and 15 years old.

“He was a man of faith and took pride in telling ev-
eryone that he prayed every day during his drive to 
work,” his wife said in a letter to OHH. “I can’t begin 
to describe the peace of mind I had knowing he was 
there to care for me and the kids. He was wise be-

yond his years, a great husband and father. He will be 
missed dearly.”

“On behalf of the Mendez family, thank you for your 
generosity,” she said.

Sandra and Larry Pitts lost their young son, Seth, to a 
sudden illness that came on while at his grandparents’ 
house. He died after battling for three days in the Pe-
diatric Intensive Care Unit at Texas Children’s Hospital.

“One of our fears during the three-night stay at Texas 
Children’s was how in the world are we going to pay 
for all the hospital bills,” the parents said in a letter 
they shared with OHH.

“We thought they would be close to $100,000, but 
we had no idea of the real cost. When we found out 
that Oilfield Helping Hands was offering to help us 
with the hospital bills, we were speechless. We didn’t 
know how you would begin to tell someone thank you 
for helping to lift such a heavy burden off our shoul-
ders,” they said in their letter.
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M A R K E T  R E P O R T M A R K E T  R E P O R T

OILFIELD SERVICE COMPANIES 
LAY OFF HUNDREDS IN DRILLING SLOWDOWN
By Chip Minty

Continuing a trend that began last summer, the oilfield 
services industry continued to lay off hundreds of workers 
this fall in response to a persistent shale drilling slowdown 
driven by lower market prices and cost cutting by producers.

Leading the way in October was pressure pumping giant 
Halliburton, which laid off an additional 1,500 workers 
in Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexico, North Dakota and 
Oklahoma. 

“Making this decision was not easy, nor taken lightly, but 
unfortunately, it was necessary as we work to align our 
operations to reduced customer activity,” the company said 
in a statement.

The recent layoffs are just the latest action Halliburton has 
taken to counter pressure from an activity slowdown that’s 
been brewing since the end of last year. In July, the company 
laid off 8 percent of its North American workforce as it 
reduced its fleet of hydraulic fracturing equipment.

While Halliburton has been stealing the headlines with 
repeated layoff announcements this year, it is not the only 
service company feeling the pain. 

Midland-based ProPetro Holding Corp. announced 150 
layoffs this fall due to declining oilfield activity. The company 
is also reducing the size of its hydraulic fracturing fleet by 28 
percent, according to Reuters. 

The workforce reduction is pervasive across the Texas oil 
and gas industry, according to the Federal Reserve Bank 
of Dallas. Twenty-three percent of oil and gas companies 
reported layoffs in the third quarter, the bank said in a 
September statement. Most of the cuts were in the oilfield 
services industry.

Schlumberger has also suffered losses. In October, the 
company announced a $12.7 billion impairment charge 
related to its North American business, which led to an $11.4 
billion loss for the third quarter, the largest in the company’s 
history, according to Oilprice.

“That’s a sizable write down from a pressure pumping 
business. That just tells you the state of the North American 
onshore market is pretty poor,” said Anish Kapadia, founder 
of AKap Energy, an oil and gas consultancy firm.

In addition to lower drilling activity, Halliburton says oil and 
gas producers are feeling pressure from investors who want 
to see lower operating costs, so companies are haggling 
with the oilfield services sector for bargain prices.   

As a result of the poor market conditions, Halliburton’s 
third-quarter revenues from North America dropped by 11 
percent in the third quarter, and it is now shifting focus to 
international markets.

“U.S. and international markets continue to diverge,” 
Halliburton CEO Jeff Miller  said in a recent investor call. 
“International activity growth is gaining momentum across 
multiple regions.” Miller cited optimism over markets in 
the eastern hemisphere, where the company sees strong 

growth potential in Europe, Asia, and Australia, according 
to Oilprice.

The recent Halliburton layoffs focused primarily on hydraulic 
fracturing and well-cementing positions, but truck drivers, 
mechanics and electronic technicians were also targeted. 

The Halliburton layoffs claimed 178 jobs from Grand 
Junction, Colo., where the industry is already on edge over 
regulatory uncertainty. Last spring, the Colorado Legislature 
passed Senate Bill 181, which established local control for 
oil and natural gas regulation. Under the new law, counties 
and municipalities can set local rules pertaining to oilfield 
activity, leaving some industry watchers to fear an even 
greater slowdown across their state. 

“The regulatory environment has scared a lot of our local 
energy producers,” said Robin Brown, executive director of 
the Grand Junction Economic Partnership. “They’re worried 
about not knowing what’s coming.” There are places they 
probably consider to be more friendly to do business right 
now, Brown told Colorado Matters, a National Public Radio 
affiliate.  

On Twitter, Colorado Republican Sen. Cory Gardner 
suggested the new law hurt Halliburton workers.  “The anti-
energy bill from the Colorado Democrats is having a real-life 
impact on hardworking Colorado families, and there is no 
denying it is hurting our economy,” he said. 

Headquarters
2530 Production Drive
St. Charles, IL 60174

phone:     (630) 893-3888
fax:     (630) 893-8164

Branch Locations
Whittier, CA:     (626) 458-0055

Harrisburg, PA:     (717) 939-5757
Houston, TX:     (713) 941-2068

www.alpswirerope.com
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M A R K E T  R E P O R T

TRUMP HELPS TO FUEL 
PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION BOOM
By Chip Minty

Thanks to record oil and natural gas production in the 
United States, and amiable treatment from the Trump 
administration, the energy industry is experiencing a 
pipeline construction boom despite resistance from 
anti-fossil fuel activists.

According to a recent U.S. Energy Information 
Administration report, there are more than 160 natural 
gas pipeline projects being planned or underway 
across the United States.

In Appalachia, for instance, industry is investing $32 
billion into new natural gas pipeline capacity capable 
of carrying 23 billion cubic feet of natural gas per day, 
according to Forbes. To put that into perspective, the 
basin currently produces 33 billion cubic feet of gas 
per day, so the added transportation infrastructure will 
open substantial opportunities for future production 
growth capacity.

Oil pipeline projects are booming as well, especially 
in the Permian Basin, where midstream companies 
are adding 4.6 million barrels per day of additional 
takeaway capacity to the Gulf Coast.

The Permian’s rapid growth is coming none too 
soon as some of the world’s largest oil and gas 
producers adjust future production forecasts upward. 
ExxonMobil and Chevron are increasing activity in 
the basin, which already produces one third of the 
nation’s crude oil. 

Both companies expect Permian Basin production 
to near the one million-barrel-per-day mark by 2024, 
according to North American Oil & Gas Pipelines. 

Meanwhile, the government’s assessment of oil and 
natural gas reserves in the Permian just got bigger. 

The U.S. Geological Survey has published an 
assessment, doubling the size of the basin’s 
recoverable reserves, and industry watchers say the 
basin could soon become the world’s largest producer.

U.S oil and gas supplies have been burgeoning for 
nearly two decades because of new drilling and well 
completion technology, but increasing supply is not 
the only factor driving the pipeline boom. Increasing 
energy demand is another driver. 

Natural gas is the fuel of choice for power generation 
as the industry works to lower its carbon emissions. 
That growth may be why the U.S. was the world leader 
in new natural gas demand last year. According to the 
International Energy Agency, the U.S. led the world in 
new oil demand as well. 

At the same time, the industry also is establishing a 
substantial oil and gas export infrastructure. 

Amid the dramatic growth in production and 
transportation, however, resistance continues in 
places like North Dakota, Nebraska, Montana and the 
Atlantic Coast.

Under President Barack Obama, the Keystone XL 
Pipeline project was stalled for much of his eight years 
in office. However, the project linking the Canadian 
oil sands to refineries on the Gulf Coast was quickly 
revived by President Donald Trump, but opposition 
from Native American groups and anti-oil activists 
continues to stall progress.  

Other projects also face opposition, but Trump has 
stepped in to keep other vulnerable projects moving. 
Last spring, he signed executive orders to prohibit 
states and environmental groups from using federal 
environmental laws to impede progress. 

In a statement on the issue, Trump said states, such 
as New York, are using federal environmental laws for 
the purpose of obstruction, harming the country by 
blocking the flow of oil and gas resources to other 
regions that need energy.
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M A R K E T  R E P O R T

ROBOTS GAINING GROUND, 
BUT QUESTIONS PERSIST
By Chip Minty

More likely than not, robotics technology is coming to 
an oilfield near you, if it’s not already there.
At least that’s the view of GlobalData, a British data 
and analytics company. According to a new report 
the firm published this summer, the robotics industry 
is getting ready to explode, and the oil and gas indus-
try will be at ground zero.
Most of the world’s largest oil companies are already 
investing in robotics technology for the upstream, 
midstream and downstream segments of the indus-
try, and it’s only a matter of time before robots are 
part of the landscape for producers and service com-
panies alike, the report says.
Companies such as ExxonMobil, Chevron, Shell, BP, 
Total, Saudi Aramco and others are hoping robotics 
will capture efficiencies and drive productivity amid 
the volatile oil and natural gas market.
For several years, the industry has been using drones 
that dive under water or fly in the air to help examine 
equipment, check pipelines and inspect flares. Now, 
the industry is advancing with robots that are much 
more capable.
Armed with artificial intelligence, sophisticated sen-
sors and high-resolution cameras, robots are being 
developed for more hazardous tasks and to operate 
in dangerous conditions, such as high temperatures 
or high concentrations of poisonous gas.
These new breeds of automation will be more aware 
of their locations and their surroundings as well as 
their situations and the context of their jobs. They’ll 
be able to move around, collect data and pass it along 
for human analysis, according to a recent column in 
Global Energy magazine.
“The reason for the increased adaptation of robots 
has been economic feasibility,” wrote Vasuki Upad-
hya, Chief Technology Officer for Wipro Limited, an 
information technology company. “Almost every ma-
jor player in oil and gas has made inroads into build-
ing and deploying intelligent robots in operations, es-
pecially those performing high-risk tasks.”
As promising as automation may appear, there are 
substantial questions about the cost, which could be 
prohibitive for smaller companies, and potential safe-
ty hazards, which the government is now examining.
It’s unclear whether the total cost of ownership will 
be a significant deterrent, but there are solutions, said 
GlobalData Oil and Gas Analyst Ravindra Puranik.
Robotics technology companies and oilfield service 
providers are devising new business models, such 
as “Robotics-as-a-Service” to drive the deployment 
of automation in the field to reduce uncertainty over 
cost, Puranik said.

Meanwhile, the National Institute of Occupational 
Safety and Health (NIOSH) is looking into potential 
workplace hazards robotics might pose. 
For years, robots have been a mainstay in the automotive 
and electronics industries, said Dawn Castillo, a director 
at NIOSH. Now, robotics technology is expanding. 
“Robotics holds tremendous potential for improving 
worker safety in many industries, including oil and 
gas,” she said. “But they can be hazardous as well.”  
Castillo, who leads safety research, said the institute 
has been tracking the expansion of automation for a 
couple of years, and to help do that, she and her team 
have established the Center for Occupational Robot-
ics Research.
Castillo says robots can cause physical harm as well 
as psychological damage. 
The center has identified 61 robot-related deaths that 
have occurred between 1992 and 2015, and research-
ers say that number is likely to climb higher as auto-
mation becomes more prevalent.
Psychological harm may occur as workers see their 
jobs threatened by robots or if they aren’t appropri-
ately trained to work alongside them, Castillo said. 
“This technology has great potential, but we have 
to proactively look at the potential harm and head 
that off.”         
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C O N G R E S S I O N A L  S P O T L I G H T

CHAIRMAN WAYNE CHRISTIAN
(R-RR)

I graduated from Stephen F. Austin State University 
with a B.B.A. in General Business in 1973. After college, 
I found success in the music industry with my country/
gospel band, the Mercy River Boys and went on to 
be finalist for a Grammy Award in 1979. In 1987, after 
gaining valuable experience in business, banking and 
real estate, I opened a financial services business and 
have been a three-time AIG top advisor nationwide.

I got involved in politics because I was concerned about 
the direction our nation was headed and wanted to 
ensure a better future for my three daughters. In 1996, 
I was elected to the Texas House of Representatives 
as the first Republican elected from Deep East Texas 
since Reconstruction after the Civil War. During my 
seven sessions in the legislature, I served as president 
of the Texas Conservative Coalition and successfully 
assisted in the fight to elect a Republican majority in 
the Texas Legislature.

I also served as Vice-Chair of Regulated Industries 
and as a multi-term member of the Energy 
Resource Committee. On these committees, I had 
direct oversight of the Railroad Commission and 
accumulated a strong record of standing for free 
markets and against burdensome regulations.

I was elected as the 50th Texas Railroad Commissioner 
in November 2016. In June of 2019, I was elected to lead 
the agency as Chairman by my fellow commissioners. 
In addition to my duties as Commissioner, I was 
appointed by Governor Greg Abbott to serve as the 
Official Representative of Texas on the Interstate Oil 
and Gas Compact Commission. Through this capacity, 
I serve on a number of committees and am able to 
weigh in on national energy policy. Most recently, 

By Brian Blake

I passed a resolution to Congress stating energy 
producing states oppose the Green New Deal. 

I am married to my wife, Lisa, and together we have 
three daughters, Liza, Lindsey and Lauren.

WHAT IS THE RAILROAD COMMISSION?

Despite its name, the Railroad Commission doesn’t 
regulate trains. In an editorial in Forbes Magazine, 
David Blackmon said: “The Texas Railroad Commission 
is broadly recognized around the world as a leading 
regulator of the oil and gas industry.” 

HOW DOES THE RAILROAD COMMISSION OF 
TEXAS HELP THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY?

I see it as my job to ensure public safety and that 
my constituents have access to cheap, plentiful, 
and reliable energy. This means as a regulator, I 
must provide consistent, predictable, science-based 
regulations to the industry. 

WHAT ENERGY ISSUES CONCERN YOU THE MOST?

Right now, flaring (the process of burning off natural 
gas when extracting oil) is the concern that I hear 
brought up the most in meetings and conferences 
with industry. At a recent meeting of our agency, I 
requested data to get an accurate grasp on the size 
of the problem. According to our staff’s analysis, 
the average monthly statewide flaring rate since 
January 2014 has been about 1.24 percent, fluctuating 
between 0.8 percent to 2.2 percent. As pipeline 
capacity increases, this problem should shrink, but 
the problem is not as large as it is made out to be 
in the media. However, this perception is killing the 
industry both in terms of PR and on Wall Street. 
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C O N G R E S S I O N A L  S P O T L I G H T

CHAIRMAN WAYNE CHRISTIAN
(R-RR)

WHAT ARE THE BIGGEST THREATS TO THE OIL 
AND GAS INDUSTRY?

The biggest threats to the oil and gas industry 
are almost exclusively political and deal almost 
entirely with public perception. We have allowed for 
environmental extremists to obtain a monopoly on 
the messaging when it comes to energy for far too 
long. Instead of working together as an industry to 
educate the public on the positives of fossil fuels 
and the important roles they play on our economy, 
energy security, and quite frankly, national security, 
we have allowed the opposition to convince the next 
generation that the world will end in the near future if 
we do not stop using fossil fuels. 

HOW CAN THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY ADDRESS 
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES WHILE PROVIDING 
ENERGY TO THE WORLD?

America has shown that protecting the environment 
and expanding our robust oil and gas industry are not 
mutually exclusive. The United States is the largest 
producer of oil and natural gas in the world, producing 
a record 12.4 million barrels in August. Meanwhile, 
environmentally, the six major pollutants in America 
monitored by the EPA have plunged by 73 percent 
since 1970, while the U.S. economy grew 262 percent 
and its population by 60 percent. The best thing 

America can do to improve our world’s environmental 
outlook is to export our natural gas and technology 
across the world, so we can do away with harmful 
practices like burning wood and dung, while reducing 
the energy poverty of the billion people who do not 
have access to electricity.

HOW CAN THE U.S. INDUSTRY CONTINUE TO 
COMPETE GLOBALLY? ARE THERE ANY CHANGES 
YOU MIGHT SUGGEST?

As long as we are able to fend off political attacks 
on the industry, the sky is the limit for growth. The 
day after I was elected to the Railroad Commission 
of Texas, it was announced that the largest find of 
oil and natural gas in history was assessed in West 
Texas. The latest numbers from the USGS estimate 
the find contains 46.3 Billion Barrels of Oil and 281 
Trillion Cubic feet of Natural Gas. According to a 
recent report from RS Energy Group, the number is 
even higher: “The Permian Basin holds more than 230 
billion barrels of oil equivalent and within this estimate 
exists more than 600 trillion cubic feet of remaining 
natural gas resource.” To put that in perspective, 
proven oil reserves in the entire United States just ten 
years ago were 20.6 billion barrels of oil less than a 
tenth of what is now projected in West Texas. 
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Probably a little murky if you were asked to predict 
the world’s oil and gas needs for the next 30 years. 
Will there be enough oil?

How do you take into account the ever-changing 
geopolitical or economic issues around the world 
or the impact of the anti-fossil fuels movement in 
this country? How do you predict future commodity 
prices? Twenty years ago, who could have predicted 
the unconventional shale revolution that has turned 
the United States into the world’s largest oil producer, 
surpassing Saudi Arabia in a development that would 
have been inconceivable just a few years back?

How is your
crystal ball?

By Al Pickett
Contributing Writer

The EIA’s International Energy Outlook 2019, which 
was released in the fall, claims “the global supply of 
crude oil, other liquid hydrocarbons and biofuels is 
expected to be adequate to meet the world’s demand 
for liquid fuels through 2050.”

The report, however, admits there is substantial 
uncertainty about the levels of future liquid fuels 
supply and demand. To reflect those uncertainties, 
the EIA developed High and Low Economic Growth 
reference cases, and High and Low Price cases, in its 
projections. But it contends that “the oil resources 
currently in the earth’s crust, in combination with 
expected production of other liquid fuels, are 
estimated to be sufficient to meet the world demand 
for liquid fuels in all cases of the 2019 International 
Energy Outlook.”

“An often cited, but misleading, measurement of future 
resource availability is the reserves-to-production 
ratio, which is calculated by dividing the volume of 
total proved reserve by the volume of current annual 
consumption,” according to the report. “Proved 
reserves are an accounting concept that is based on 
known projects, and it is not an appropriate measure 
of judging total resource availability in the long term. 
Over time, global reserves will likely increase as new 

So does the world have 
enough oil to meet 

future needs? The U.S. 
Energy Information 
Administration saysyes.
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technologies increase production at existing fields 
and as new projects are developed.”

The EIA says the world was producing 80,622,000 
barrels of oil per day in 2018, but it was consuming 
99,558,000 barrels per day. 

The United States consumed an average of about 20.5 
million barrels of petroleum per day in 2018, while it 
produced 15,043,000 barrels of oil per day, which is 
one explanation why the U.S. still imports crude oil.

The EIA points out that only a small amount of crude 
oil is directly consumed in the United States. 

“Nearly all of the crude oil that is produced in or 
imported into the U.S. is refined into petroleum 
products such as gasoline, diesel fuel, heating oil 
and jet fuel, which are then consumed,” according to 
the EIA report. “Liquids produced from natural gas 
processing are also consumed as petroleum products. 
Renewable biofuels, such as ethanol and biodiesel, 
are used as substitutes for, or as additives to, refined 
petroleum products.”

The U.S. Energy Administration includes biofuels 
in its calculation of the consumption of petroleum 
products, and it uses “product supplied” as a proxy 
for U.S. petroleum consumption.

In its International Energy Outlook 2019 report, the 
EIA projects “the world energy consumption will 
grow nearly 50 percent between 2018 and 2050.” It 
claims most of this growth comes from countries that 
are not in the Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD), and this growth is focused 
in regions where strong economic growth is driving 
demand, particularly in Asia.

It predicts the world industrial sector energy use 
will increase by more than 30 percent between 
2018 and 2050 as consumption of goods increases. 
Transportation energy consumption will increase by 
40 percent, and energy consumed in the buildings 
sector, which includes residential and commercial 
structures, will increase by 65 percent in the next 30-
plus years.

It also claims global natural gas consumption will 
increase more than 40 percent, and global liquid 
fuels consumption will grow more than 20 percent 
between 2018 and 2050. 

Scotty Nyquist with McKinsey and Company, an 
American worldwide management consulting firm, 
agrees that the world will need more energy in the 
future in a published report “Energy 2050: Insights 
from the Ground Up.” McKinsey’s Global Energy 
Insights team put together a description of the global 
energy landscape to 2050.

McKinsey’s report does not anticipate big disruptions 
in neither the production nor the use of energy. With 
that mind, here are four insights from McKinsey’s 
research:

One, global energy demand will continue to grow, but 
it will be slower – an average of about 0.7 percent per 

year through 2050 (versus an average of more than 2 
percent from 2000 to 2015). 

“The decline in the rate of growth is due to digitization, 
slower population and economic growth, greater 
efficiency, a decline in European and North American 
demand, and the global economic shift toward 
service, which use less energy than the production of 
goods,” Nyquist writes.

Two, the demand for electricity will grow twice as 
fast as that for transportation. Nyquist says China and 
India will account for 71 percent of new capacity.

Three, fossil fuels will 
dominate energy use 

through

2050.
“This is because of the massive investments that 
have already been made and because of the superior 
energy intensity and reliability of fossil fuels,” Nyquist 
explains in the McKinsey report. “The mix, however, 
will change. Gas will continue to grow quickly, but the 
global demand for coal will likely peak around 2025. 
Growth in the use of oil, which is predominantly used 
for transport, will slow down as vehicles get more 
efficient and more electric. Peak demand could come 
as soon as 2030.”

Four, energy-related greenhouse gas emissions will 
rise 14 percent in the next 20 years. Although more 
efficient engines, the deployment of electric vehicles 
and the shift toward gas and renewables will cause 
emissions to flatten and then fall around 2035, 
according to Nyquist.

But he notes there will likely be 1.5 billion more people 
by 2035, and those people will need to eat and work, 
and that means more energy.
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GULF COAST CHAPTER 
WELCOMES TEXAS LOBBYIST

The Gulf Coast Chapter heard from AESC Texas 
Lobbyist Ashely Morgan during its November 
meeting at Gleannloch Pines Country Club in Spring 
Texas, said Chapter Chairman Mike Miller.

The chapter also elected officers to serve in 2020, 
and the group discussed fundraisers for the chapter’s 
scholarship program. 

“Each year, the chapter organizes a sporting clay 
shoot and the Bobby Gill Memorial Golf Tournament,” 
Miller said. “The golf event is being planned for this 
spring.”

Following lunch, members hit the links for a round of 
golf, he said.

OKLAHOMA CHAPTER 
HOLDS 25TH ANNUAL GOLF 
TOURNAMENT

Members of the Oklahoma AESC Chapter had more 
than 60 players participate in their 25th annual golf 
tournament, said Chapter Chairman Charley Pollock.

The tournament was held at the Lake Hefner Golf Club 
in Oklahoma City on Sept. 20th.   

The event raised more than $10,000 for college 
scholarships that support about 20 students who 
have ties to the Oklahoma oil and natural gas industry, 
Pollock said.

“For the last 25 years, we’ve been holding tournaments 
at golf courses around Oklahoma City,” he said. “It’s 
a great tradition that members and friends of our 
chapter really enjoy.

“We appreciate everyone who came out to support our 
college students, including AESC National President 
Mark Gjovig, who came in from North Dakota for the 
tournament.”      

SOUTH TEXAS CHAPTER HOLDS 
OFFICER ELECTIONS

The AESC’s South Texas Chapter met in November 
at the Victoria Country Club in Victoria, Texas to hold 
officer elections for the coming year, said Chapter 
Chairman Eduardo Ortiz.

The group also discussed challenges currently facing 
the industry and shared ideas, Ortiz said.

KANSAS CHAPTER TO  
MEET ON SAFETY

Kansas Chapter Chairman Phil Pierpoint said the 
group will be meeting in January to discuss work 
safety issues.

Also, the date and location for the chapter’s annual 
Rig Hand Night will be April 4 at LaSada Lodge, 1721 
183rd Street in Russell, KS, Pierpoint said.

“It’s 162 miles from Wichita and 255 miles from the 
Kansas City Airport,” Pierpoint said. “If you can find 
a flight into Hays, which might be via hot air balloon, 
it’s only 30 minutes away. We will have a flyer soon 
with more details on lodging and start times.”

NEWS 
FROM THE 
CHAPTERS 
ROUNDUP



BAKKEN WORKERS BENEFIT 
FROM MAJOR SAFETY INITIATIVE

AESC members from the Williston Basin are 
participating in a major safety initiative involving 
thousands of oilfield workers from throughout 
the region, said Williston Chapter Chairman Lucas 
Gjovig.

One Basin – One Way is a standardized safety 
orientation program developed by producers and 
contractors in the Bakken. The training provides a 
North Dakota based viewpoint on hazards found in 
the Williston Basin.

“I’m glad to see so many of our members participate 
in the program,” Gjovig said. “It’s a good thing for 
our service companies.”

The safety program was created through a 
partnership between the North  Dakota Petroleum 
Council and 13 oil and gas producers in the Bakken.

“It’s creating a lot of efficiencies, so I’m glad the 
companies have organized the ongoing program,” 
Gjovig said.   

PERMIAN CHAPTER HOLDS 
SUCCESSFUL SHOOTING EVENT

The AESC’s Permian Basin Chapter raised about 
$10,000 through its sporting clay shooting event in 
October, said Chapter Chairman Leroy Law.

“We had great sponsors, and there were about 60 
shooters this year,” Law said. “We really appreciated 
the attendance of our Executive Director Kenny 
Jordan and AESC President Mark Gjovig. It was good 
to have them there.”

Sponsors included LLIT, Jordan Wire Rope, Key 
Energy, L&W Diesel, Lone Star Bank, Dragon Rig 
Sales and Stewart & Stevenson & Barnhart Bolt.

The chapter’s November meeting was at the Odessa 
Country Club, where members heard financial 
planner Chris Kelm speak about retirement and tax 
planning solutions.

 

ROCKIES CHAPTER STRUGGLES 
WITH NEW RESTRICTIONS

Members of the AESC’s Rocky Mountain Chapter are 
still working to understand the full impact of new 
Colorado legislation that places heavy regulatory 
restrictions on the state’s oil and natural gas industry, 
said Chapter Chairman Sam Tolley.

Passed and signed into law last spring, Colorado 
Senate Bill 181 granted local control of oil and gas 
exploration and production activities, creating 
significant uncertainty among producers and service 
companies, Tolley said.

“For some companies, the future isn’t clear,” he said. 
“There is uncertainty about future restrictions, and 
people aren’t even sure if banks will be willing to 
grant loans for new equipment.”

“It’s an all-out war on oil companies in the Rockies. 
At least that’s the way it seems from this side,” Tolley 
said. “A lot of people are looking for other places to 
operate.”      

PANHANDLE TRI-STATE CHAPTER 
ENDS GREAT YEAR

Panhandle Tri-State has wrapped up another great 
year of presentations and fellowship among members 
and guests, said Chapter Chairman Jon Fessenden.

“We were very fortunate to have several good 
speakers this year,” he said, following the group’s 
November meeting.

The list includes Jerry Simmons, Executive Director 
of Domestic Energy Producers Alliance and Texas 
State Rep. Ken King. AESC National President Mark 
Gjovig and AESC National Executive Director Kenny 
Jordan also were guests, he said.

“We really appreciated our lunch and door prize 
sponsors, also,” Fessenden said. 

Bruckner’s Truck Center of Amarillo, NOV and 
Premier Truck Group of Amarillo were very generous 
with their support.

“The chapter held its officer elections in November, 
and those in place remain in their respective 
positions,” he said. “We’re looking forward to another 
productive and enjoyable year in 2020.”  
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The Mountain West is home to some of the more 
beautiful landscapes in the United States.  Many people 
do not realize the area has an abundance of natural 
gas.  For instance, the Uinta and Piceance Basins of 
Utah and Colorado hold one of the largest gas plays 
in the United States.  In a recent USGS report, experts 
estimated that there is more than 24 trillion cubic feet 
of undiscovered and technically recoverable natural gas 
in two formations in the Uinta/Piceance Basin. Another 
analysis determined the Mancos Shale – a subsidiary 
formation within the broader petroleum system – is 
estimated to contain more than 3,000 Tcf of total gas 
in place, making it the largest natural gas resource in 
the U.S. It is more than twice as large as the number 
two resource – the Marcellus Shale. Wyoming is home 
to numerous natural gas plays. Conventional natural 
gas development has been a mainstay for the state for 
decades. Conventional production has been in decline, 
but a new age of accessing unconventional reserves 
has introduced a new age of productive capacity in the 
Equality State. In one recent natural gas assessment, it 
was determined Wyoming is home to 21.6 Tcf of proven 
natural gas reserves.  

Tribal nations are also home to substantial natural 
resources. Indian reservations contain 20 percent of our 
country’s known oil and gas reserves. The Department 
of the Interior estimates that tribal lands have 15 million 
acres of untapped energy resources, while only 2.1 
million are being actively developed.  A vast majority of 
the reservations that have energy resources are in the 
western United States.  Indian lands have the potential to 
produce 5.35 billion barrels of oil and 37.7 Tcf of natural 
gas. In 2009, the Council of Energy Resource Tribes 
(CERT), a former consortium of energy tribes, estimated 
that the value of energy resources on tribal lands at $1.5 
trillion. Associated gas abounds in unconventional oil 
plays. Most E&P companies are targeting liquids rather 
than natural gas because there is a market premium for 
oil. Natural gas is always produced, even when liquids 
are the desired resources.  As a result, the amount of 
associated natural gas has grown significantly in the 
last decade. USGS estimates that there is 6.7 Tcf of 
associated natural gas in the Bakken formation of North 
Dakota, Montana, and South Dakota. In the Bakken, 
operators have been forced to flare natural gas due to 
lack of pipeline infrastructure. Natural gas prices are 
exceptionally low because market access has been 
very limited. In two basins, the Permian and Bakken, 
producers have had to pay midstream companies to take 
gas. This could be a real problem moving forward as the 
Permian contains over 281 Tcf of natural gas.  The reality 
of associated gas within unconventional production 
presents new challenges and new opportunities as well. 

(WSTN) – AN INTERNATIONAL 
COALITION BRINGING 
TOGETHER WORLD-CLASS 
AMERICAN NATURAL GAS 
RESOURCES WITH WORLD-
CLASS ENERGY EXPORT 
OPPORTUNITIES
By Wyatt Boutwell, Vice President HBW 
Resources LLC

The most unique solutions sometimes 
come from the furthest points apart, and 
from thinking in opposite directions. For 
example, few people equate greater oil 
and gas production with environmental 
improvement. In this issue, I want to 
highlight one initiative, Western States 
and Tribal Nations (WSTN),  that sees a 
solution for both by marrying America’s 
natural gas abundance to the global 
market opportunity created by Asia’s 
expansion. 

At the same time, WSTN sees that 
greater natural gas production from 
the Mountain West will bring expanded 
economic development to rural areas 
and spur tribal self-determination 
through new markets for Indian nations 
mineral wealth, all while reducing 
emissions by offering Asian countries 
access to less carbon-intensive fuels.  
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Asia is the world’s largest consumer of LNG. In fact, 
the world’s four largest LNG importers (China, South 
Korea, India and Pakistan) are Asian countries. Asian 
markets present the best opportunity for LNG exports 
because the region offers the highest average price 
($9.78/MMbtu) and unmatched LNG demand growth 
for the next decade (86 percent of global growth).  

The volumes of LNG demand for Asian markets are 
staggering. Asia is projected to consume an additional 
167 million tons more of LNG in 2030 than it did in 2018.  
Of that, India will consume 61 million tons, China will 
use 53 million tons with Southeast Asia consuming 
the remaining 44 million tons. Right now, Australia 
and Qatar have a competitive advantage in serving 
Asian markets because of geographical proximity.  
Shorter distances equal lower shipping costs, a key 
component in LNG pricing.  A vast majority of U.S. LNG 
export facilities are on the U.S. Gulf Coast and have 
twice the shipping distance compared to Qatar, and 
almost three times the distance to market than their 
Australian counterparts. Moreover, Asian customers 
are growing more concerned about shipping through 
the Panama Canal. Panama is struggling with a 
severe drought that is lowering water levels in the 
Canal Zone to levels perilously close to preventing 
LNG shipments through the area. Moreover, the 
size of most LNG vessels strains the infrastructure 
and the Canal Authority has limited the number of 
LNG vessels that can pass through the Canal in a 
24-hour period. According to one senior member of 
the Trump Administration, those limitations are one 
of the reasons China is looking for alternative routes 
to transport North American natural gas that do not 
travel through the Panama Canal. 

Facilities on the West Coast have comparable shipping 
distances to LNG powerhouses like Qatar, along with 
access to the world-class natural gas reserves that 
have been constrained by poor market opportunities.  
At the present, there are two proposed LNG facilities 
positioned to be market leaders out of the West Coast. 
Pembina’s Jordan Cove LNG is a proposed export 
terminal in Coos Bay, Oregon.  FERC is reviewing the 
project’s application and estimates that it will make a 
decision about the project by April 2020.  

Another project, Total/Sempra’s Costa Azul facility, 
is working its way through permitting protocols as 
it prepares for construction south of the border in 
Ensenada, Baja California. One key consideration for 
Costa Azul is determining the best route for getting 
gas to Baja California.  Sempra is contemplating 
building a Mexican pipeline that will run adjacent to 
the U.S./Mexican border. It could take natural gas from 
Permian Basin into Mexico and then to the facility.  In 
another scenario, Sempra will construct an American 
pipeline that can connect natural gas production in 
numerous basins in the West. The most likely route 
for that 42-48 inch pipeline will be through Arizona.  

                                                                        

The combination of prolific 
natural gas resources and robust 
international market opportunity 
led to the creation of Western 
States and Tribal Nations Initiative 
(WSTN). WSTN includes the U.S. 
states of Utah and Wyoming, the 
Northern Ute Nation, the Mexican 
State of Baja California and a 
coalition of four western Colorado 
counties of Rio Blanco, Moffatt, 
Garfield and Mesa counties. The 
genesis of WSTN is rooted in a 
2018 study commissioned by the 
Colorado Energy Office under the 
administration of former Governor 
Hickenlooper, the Utah Governor’s 
Office of Energy Development 
and Colorado Mesa University’s 
Unconventional Energy Center. 
This study connected the resource 
potential of Western gas with Asian 
LNG demand growth because of 
its relative proximity to the Pacific 
Ocean. 

WSTN is actively engaging with 
other potential domestic state 
partners and tribal nations to 
broaden the coalition, as well as 
with Canadian provinces that have 
expressed preliminary interest. 
It is also actively supporting the 
permitting processes for both 
Jordan Cove and Costa Azul. W
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REGISTRATION FORM
2020 AESC ANNUAL WINTER MEETING | FEBRUARY 26-28, 2020
THE TREMONT HOUSE | GALVESTON, TX

Name

Company

Address

City/State/Zip

Phone

Email

Meeting Registration Fees
The below registration fee includes all meetings, 
lunches and the Opening Night Reception.

 Non-Members | $675

 Members | $625

Spouse/Guests

 Political Lunch Guest | $60

The above registration fee includes all meetings, 
lunches and the opening night reception and 
dinner/dance for Registrant only.

Name Badge Information (please print):

Name   Company

Golf Tournament 

 Golf Handicap | $175

    Complete Golf Page if Requesting Pairing

Sponsorship 

 Sponsorship | List Below

Total Registration/Sponsorship Fees

Method of Payment (Check One)

 Check  Visa 	  MasterCard

 American Express   Discover

Acct#

Verification Code

Billing Zip Code

Name on Card

Expiration Date

Signature

Mail this form and payment to the AESC at
121 E. Magnolia Street, Suite 103
Friendswood, TX 77546

Or fax this form to (713) 781-7542 or email to 
rashley@aesc.net

All forms can be found at www.aesc.net.

Hotel Information

The Tremont House
2300 Ship’s Mechanic Row
Galveston, TX 77550

To receive the group rate of $169 Single/Double, 
reservations must be made by January 31, 2020 by 
calling (409) 515-2154.

Please mention the AESC when making your 
reservation.

General Sponsorship Opportunities
Diamond     $5,000
Platinum     $4,000
Gold      $3,000
Silver      $2,000
Bronze      $1,000
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REGISTRATION FORM
2020 AESC ANNUAL WINTER MEETING | FEBRUARY 26-28, 2020
THE TREMONT HOUSE | GALVESTON, TX

GOLF TOURNAMENT
THE MOODY GARDENS GOLF COURSE
A DESIGN THAT RIVALS THE STATE’S BEST MUNICIPAL VENUES

Jacobsen Hardy Golf Course Design, a renowned 
firm drawing on the expertise of PGA Tour 
professionals Peter Jacobsen and Jim Hardy, have 
completed work on this completely new par 72 
course.

The course is ranked as one of the best public 
courses in Texas and rivals three of the state’s best 
municipal venues, Memorial Park in Houston, Tenison 
Highlands in Dallas and Cottonwood Creek in Waco. 
Measuring 6,900 yards from the back tees, the golf 
course is designed to be player-friendly, with five 
sets of tees to accommodate all playing abilities.

11:00 am - Lunch

12:00 pm – Shot Gun Start

Entry Fee Includes  
Green Fees/Lunch/Two Drink Tickets/Reception & 

Two Mulligans Per Player

Format Four-Person Scramble  
Entry Fee $175/Player

Put all players listed below on the same team  
Yes       No 

Player Name/Handicap  Company Phone

Reception Sponsor
$5,000 | 1 Team (4 golfers) entry

Boxed Lunch Sponsor
$4,000 | Two (2) individual golfer entries

Gold Sponsors
$2,000

Silver Sponsors
$1,000

Bronze Sponsors
$500

Driving Range Sponsors
$350 | Signage at Driving Range

Hole Sponsors
$250 | Signage at Tee Box

Special Meeting Sponsorship Opportunities

Continental Breakfast/Coffee Bar Day 1 $3,000

Continental Breakfast/Coffee Bar Day 2 $3,000

Conference Notepad   $2,500

Hotel Room Key Cards   $2,500

Meeting Pens    $2,000

Safety Awards Sponsor   $2,000

Lanyards    $1,500

Past President’s Breakfast Sponsor $1,500

Opening Night Reception  Call Office  
     for $

Political Affairs Luncheon   Sponsored  
     by: NOV
Meeting Packet     Sponsored  
     by: Pioneer  
     Energy  
     Services

Sponsorship Benefits

• One complimentary meeting registration for every 
$4,000 committed

• Signage at the meeting

• Recognition at the meeting

• Recognition in the meeting agenda

• Complimentary business card ad in Well Servicing 
Magazine for $2,000 or more
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 2020
1:00pm 

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 2020
7:00am Executive Committee Meeting (Executive Committee Only)

11:00am Lunch at Moody Gardens Golf Course
12:00pm Golf Tournament Shotgun Start (Awards to Follow)

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 2020
7:00am Registration/Continental Breakfast
7:30am First Time Attendee Orientation
8:00am Opening General Session w/Guest Speaker
9:15am  HSE Committee/Safety Awards Presentation
10:45am Panel Discussion - State of the Industry - Analysts Perspective
12:00pm  Political Affairs Luncheon - Sponsored by: NOV
1:30pm  Chapter & Committee Updates
3:00pm  Panel Discussion - Current Events
4:15pm  State of the Association - Update
6:00pm  Opening Night Reception

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 2020
7:00am  Registration/Continental Breakfast
7:00am  Past President’s Breakfast
8:00am  Panel Discussion - Regulatory Issues
9:45am  Panel Discussion - State of the Industry - Service Company Perspectives
11:15am  Meeting Wrap Up - Q&A from Audience
12:00pm  Board of Director’s Meeting

WINTER SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Chapter Chairperson Training
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know-how and the specifications to refurbish the vast
majority of pipe handling equipment in the field today.

You can count on Cavins to do the job right the
first time and get your tools back to you right now so you can
get up and running without delays.

Call today or Email us at repair@cavins.com

(661) 827.1200 � Fax (661) 827.1300
www.cavins.com � email: repair@cavins.com

Reborn in the U.S.A.

When you need to refurbish or recertify your pipe
handling equipment, you want it done right and delivered to
you right away. That’s why Cavins has a three-acre facility
wholly dedicated to doing just that. Right here in the U.S.A.

We’ve been in the well servicing business for 90
years designing and manufacturing the highest quality oil
well tools in the industry. We know how expensive
downtime can be, so we get your equipment back to you in
the shortest time possible.

We follow API-Q1 and ISO9001 regulations and
can load test up to 350-ton capacity. We have the

Spiders � Slips � Power Tongs � Sand Pumps � Bailers � Hose Connections � Depthometers
� Oil Savers � Junk Snatchers � Safety Clamps � Sucker Rod Elevators � Tubing Elevators � Cement Dumps

� Blowout Preventers and Rod Strippers � Rod and Crane Hooks � Elevator Links and Hooks

Baash-Ross, Foster, Hillman-Kelly, KelCo and Web Wilson are licensed trademarks of
National Oilwell Varco, LLC

TM

®

® ® ® ®TM

Born in the U.S.A.

Before
Recertification

After
Recertification
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